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PII_Lesson_15_Worksheet 
 
 
Please print out and match the Irish 
& English words (write the 
corresponding letter in the 
rightmost column) 

 
 
 
 
 

Gaeilge 
A  Abair leis teacht 
B  Abair liom 
C  An cuimhin leat? 
D  An féidir leat teacht? 
E  An leat é? 
F  An maith leat é? 
G  Cé leis é? 
H  Dúirt sé liom 
I  Éist liom 
J  Fan liom 
K  Is cuimhin liom 
L  Is cuma liom 
M  Is fearr liom 
N  Is féidir liom 
O  Is le Nóra é 
P  Is liom é 
Q  Is maith liom 
R  Is mian liom  
S  Labhair liom 
T  leat 
U  léi 
V  leis 
W  leo 
X  libh 
Y  linn 
Z  liom 
1  Ní cuimhin liom 
2  Ní féidir liom 
3  Ní liom é 
4  Ní maith liom 

 
Translate into Irish: 
 
1. Is it hers? 
2. Who owns the box? 
3. They prefer ice cream. 
4. We don’t care. 
5. Say to them!  
 
 
 

English 
 Can you come? [__] 
 Do you like it ( him ) ? [__] 
 Do you remember?   [__] 
 He said to me [__] 
 I can [__] 
 I cannot [__] 
 I do not like [__] 
 I do not remember. [__] 
 I don’t care / mind. [__] 
 I like [__] 
 I like better / I prefer [__] 
 I own it (It is mine ) [__] 
 I remember [__] 
 I wish / want to. [__] 
 Is it yours? [__] 
 It is Nora’s. [__] 
 It is not mine [__] 
 Listen to me [__] 
 Speak to me [__] 
 Tell him to come [__] 
 Tell me / say to me [__] 
 Wait for me [__] 
 Who owns it? [__] 
 with her [__] 
 with him [__] 
 with me [__] 
 with them [__] 
 with us [__] 
 with you [__] 
 with you ( pl. ) [__] 
 
Cuir Gaeilge air seo 
 
 6. Wait for her. 
 7. The boy likes sweets. 
 8. But, the girl prefers ice cream. 
 9. She likes tea but he prefers coffee. 
10. Can they come next week? They can. 
 
 
 
 


